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1. Light and photons 

“The wave theory of light, which operates with continuous functions has 
proved itself splendidly . . .  

One should keep in mind, however, that optical observations apply to 
time averages only . . . the energy of light [is] localized at points in 
space . . . and can be absorbed or generated only as a whole.” 

The photoelectric 
effect (Hertz,1887) 

(Einstein, 1905)

Density of photons 
is proportional to 
the square of the  
wave amplitude.
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This set the stage for many great discoveries of the 
twentieth century:  all matter (like photons) is described in 
terms of particles that are created or absorbed at 
infinitesimal points.  At longer scales, these particles 
combine into “emergent” systems (like light waves).   

We can sum it up with a picture worth a thousand words:

From SU(3) color through the Higgs into SU(2)L ⇥ U(1).

Every observed final state is the result of a quantum-mechanical set of stories, and so
far the stories supplied by the Standard Model, built on an unbroken SU(3) color gauge
theory (very much like the original Yang-Mills Lagrangian) and a spontaneously-broken
SU(2)L ⇥ U(1), account for all observations at accelerators.
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Emergent “degrees of freedom” are a universal 
feature of classical and quantum laws of nature

From hydrogen gas 
to galaxies and stars

From electrons and metals 
to superconductors

From molecules  
to phases of matter

From atomic magnetic moments 
 to (anti)ferromagnetism

From chemistry 
to life itself

At scales we can see:
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From protons and neutrons 
to nuclei

From quarks  
to protons, neutrons 
and other baryons

At each step, the compound system has features qualitatively different 
than those of its constituents, yet following from them.

And at the micro scales:
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BARYONS:  
  THREE QUARKS 

MESONS:  
QUARK/ANTIQUARK

Don’t usually see them but 
they’re all over the place

Supply the forces 
that hold nuclei 

and atoms together

Yet everything we can “see” is made up of the  
matter and force particles that are players in the game of the

The fermions carry 
“spin 1/2”  

The basic quantum of angular 
momentum and force particles “spin 1”. 

Their spin directions can change, 
but never, ever slow down. 
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The strongly interacting 
fermions & their gluon (QCD):

The charged fermions  
 & their photon (QED):

All the fermions  
experience the weak force:

FORCES
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- Right after the Big Bang, all particles mixed freely.   Decays were 
balanced by production, but as the universe expanded and cooled, 
high energy collisions ceased. 

- Heavy particles decayed and were not replaced, and 
are now found only in short-lived virtual states, from 
which they can only emerge with sufficient energy 
before decaying once again.

- Yet other components of the universe appear to be 
“hidden” from us by not sharing E&M: dark matter.

- Stable quarks and gluons retreated to the tiny 
volumes of protons and neutrons, surrounded at great 
relative distances by electrons and photons.   

Where have they been? The three unseen realms  
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  Experiments and theory at electron hadron colliders seek out 
matter in each of these realms.

We use the players: quarks, gluons, electrons and photons. . . 

Quantum field theory provides the rules.   At JLab, for example,

Quantum field theory systematizes the “duality” between  
fundamental and emergent, and we use each 

to explore the other.

Electrons are accelerated  
around the loops

Nucleons await them 
in the experimental halls.
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  Higher energies will require colliding beams, an EIC:

7/29/19, 11(58 AMEIC: Brookhaven Lab's proposed Electron-Ion Collider

Page 2 of 4https://www.bnl.gov/eic/eRHIC.php

components to the existing RHIC
accelerator complex would be a cost-
effective, practical strategy for
achieving the scientific goals of an
Electron-Ion Collider.

change the nuclear ion species as
well as the beam energies — both
crucial for the systematic study of the
“glue” postulated to dominate the
internal structure of nuclear matter.

1. Ion Source
One of Brookhaven Lab’s
polarized ion sources will
inject bunches of ions into the
Lab’s existing chain of
accelerators to bring the
particles up to higher and
higher energy—starting with
the circular Booster, then the
Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron, and finally, into
one of RHIC’s existing

2. Electron Cooling
The electron cooler keeps the
velocity of heavy ions/protons
highly uniform and tightly
bunched to achieve the high
collision rates required for
much of the EIC physics
program.

3. Electron Source
Electrons produced in a
polarized electron gun would
be accelerated to 18 billion
electron volts (GeV) by a
rapid-cycling synchrotron
(red) in the RHIC tunnel.
From there they would be
injected into a second storage
ring (green) for collisions with
the ions. Collisions occur at
the point where the two

2019 Jefferson Lab Users Organization Annual Meeting June 26, 2019 

JLEIC Layout 
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•  Electron complex 
҆ CEBAF 
҆ Electron collider ring: 3-12 GeV/c 

•  Ion complex 
҆ Ion source 
҆ SRF linac: 150 MeV for protons 
҆ Low Energy Booster: 8.9 GeV/c 
҆ High Energy Booster: 13 GeV/c 
҆ Ion collider ring: 200 GeV/c 

•  Up to two detectors at  
minimum background  
locations 

•  Upgradable to 140 GeV CM by  
doubling ion energy 
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For example, one of these . . . 
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The Rules: Equations that govern the visible universe.   
For DT a small time:

(Schroedinger equation)
Rules act on any list of fermions and bosons

that we represent as 

Photon or weak boson

Quark or lepton

R
ules for three particles

R
ules for four particles

Gluon

R
ules for three particles

R
ules for four particles

The list of particles 
is a possible  
configuration 
of the field(s) 

associated with  
those particles

(“Amplitude” for a new list of particles at time T + DT)
=

(DT) x [rule for changing the list ] x (Lists of particles at time T)

Anti-quark or anti-lepton

2.  The Game of Quantum Fields
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Here are the rules for the electromagnetic, strong and weak forces. They are
each proportional to a “charge”:  electric: e, strong: gs, or weak: gW.   

charge e

Rules for three particles

Rules for four particles
charge gs charge gs charge gW

charge (gs)2 charge (gW)2

Yang-Mills theories (1954) 
for the strong and weak  
interactions - charged 

vector particles.

The Beautiful Theories of the Standard Model
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All time directions are allowed!  (Dirac, 1928)

Rules for three particles

Rules for four particles

R
ul
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 fo
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le
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R
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 fo

r f
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r p
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s

So, these:

Implies these: 
(pair production and 

antiparticles)
and these too: 

(pair annihilation)

R
ules for three particles

R
ules for four particles
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There is a kind of restlessness in nature:  every single particle is 
constantly trying to unwind a whole new world out of itself,  

and at the same time to ravel it back up,   
always through simple steps that increase or decrease the 

number of particles by one or two. 

And it keeps going on and on. 

or
or

Pair creation - particle 
and antiparticle 

(same mass opposite 
charge(s))

Radiation

Here’s how it works: the stories:
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But, sadly, for an isolated electron, all of these states have energy 
greater than the electron's energy, by some amount, say DE.   

These are called ``virtual states", and they live only for a time of 
about 

  
T  =  h/DE 

 before they are wound back in, like 

And no matter how hard it tries, each particle in isolation returns 
always to itself, only to start all over again.

Pair annihilationPair creation
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But starting with two particles in a state, together they have 
enough energy to produce new states by spending short 

amounts of time in a series of virtual states.  “Scattering”. 

The higher their energy, the more states they can bring about.   
This is how things happen . . .  for example, X-rays are made 

by adding another virtual state.  

Initial state

Final state
Virtual states

Initial state Final state

Virtual state
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The PROBABILITY for any process to happen is proportional to the 
SQUARE OF THE AMPLITUDE, just as the density of photons
in a wave is proportional to the square of the Electric field.

For each process given by a picture, there are rules to calculate a wave
height, or “amplitude” (Feynman).   The amplitude is just a number, found
like this:

From pictures to predictions

=    e2    ––––––––    x   ( factors of particle energy )
DTV

h

V

DTA   =     ––––––––
EV - Einitial

initial final

h
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For example, the amplitude that corresponds to the creation of a 
muon-antimuon pair from an electron-positron pair in

a head-on collision, the probability is given by

= e4/8p when the muon is in the same direction as the electron
= e4/16p  when the muon is produced at right angles to the electron

Simple!

But it gets more complicated quickly with more virtual states.
Because e is small, however, this prediction is pretty accurate.

e

e

µµ

µ++ +

−− 2
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This is quantum field theory.

There is no limit to how short a time virtual states 
might live — no limit to the energy they might have.

So the closer you look at an interaction, the more you will 
find.  Look inside a radius R, and find not only 

                                                                       but also . . .

2R
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2R

We can actually calculate how all these diagrams depend
on R.   This is called the “running coupling” and is
usually given as a function of the de Broglie wavelength
that corresponds to radius R:  a(p=h/l) [ a=e2/4p ].
For QED this technique is not such a big effect, but it is
very important for the strong interactions.



What do we see?  “States” Collections of 
particles that don’t change in time  

�27

Individual electrons are really collections of

these states and more, but its still.


“just an electron with some friends”.

 [rule for changing the list ] x (Sum of lists of particles)
= (Same sum of lists of particles)

Pair annihilationPair creation
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But quarks are very, very different.  Why?   States with 
two extra gluons add up to infinity for R about 1 Fermi.


There has to be a nearby source to absorb them.

Quarks cannot appear alone; this is called “confinement”.

0 1

2
Each increases with R.  

R R

R
+ . . .

For R about 1 fm, they are all equal!

Asymptotic Freedom:  Smaller (Larger) R 
gives weaker (stronger) forces

This is not something proven, but  
demonstrated by 

“numerical lattice simulations” 
which provide beautiful 
agreement in hadronic 

mass differences

3.  What makes QCD different
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This means that the “states” of QCD are really different. 
They are the protons, neutrons and other hadrons, 

mostly made of three quarks (baryons). and quark-antiquark (mesons). 

Our world, of course, is mostly protons, neutrons and the nuclei 
they can make.   In our pictures, they are represented like:

Taken all together, the proton has spin-1/2, the same as an electron or a single quark. 
It has a definite mass and charge +1.   It is extraordinarily stable, and is the ultimate 
decay product for heavier solutions to the QCD Schrodinger equation.

+ + + many more . . .

valence quarks

gluon

sea quarks

= |  proton >

u
u
d
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 [rule for changing the list ] x (Sum of lists of particles)
= (Same sum of lists of particles)

The other “classic” states:  

| neutron >   =  

| meson >   =  

u

�27

This means that the “states” of QCD are really different. 
They are the protons, neutrons and other hadrons, 

mostly made of three quarks (baryons). and quark-antiquark (mesons). 

Our world, of course, is mostly protons, neutrons and the nuclei 
they can make.   In our pictures, they are represented like:

Taken all together, the proton has spin-1/2, the same as an electron or a single quark. 
It has a definite mass and charge +1.   It is extraordinarily stable, and is the ultimate 
decay product for heavier solutions to the QCD Schrodinger equation.

+ + + many more . . .

valence quarks

gluon

sea quarks

= |  proton >

u
u
d

q
q
_

+ +

d
d

and other quark choices
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6/21/19, 9(44 PMUSQCD: US Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics

Page 1 of 2https://www.usqcd.org/hadron.html

USQCD home Physics program Software Hardware USQCD Collaboration

Links and resources

Lattice QCD calculations of the meson spectrum suggest the presence of many exotics.

Contributions of quark spin (blue points)and quark angular
momentum (red points)to the spin of the proton, compared
with experimental results from HERMES.

The mass of the H dibaryon compared with the mass
of two Lambdas, showing the H as a weakly bound or
near-threshold resonance.

 

Physics: structure and interactions of hadrons

The structure of hadrons such as protons and neutrons, their excitations, and the interactions between them are all essential
manifestations of strong-interaction physics. Lattice QCD calculations are key to providing an ab initio understanding of these
phenomena, and to revealing possible new physics beyond them.

The calculation of the low-lying spectrum of bound states is a stringent test of high-precision lattice calculations. The experimental
investigation of the excited states of QCD has undergone a resurgence, including the observation of new states in the Charmonium
system at Belle and at BaBar, the search for the so-called missing baryon resonances of the quark model using CLAS at
JLab@6GeV, and the flagship search for so-called exotic mesons at GlueX at the upgraded JLab@12GeV. Calculations by USQCD
are playing a vital role both in describing existing data, and in predicting the outcomes of future experiments.

A striking example is the
spectrum of meson
states, shown in the
figure. The isovector and
isoscalar masses are
denoted by the grey and
black/green bars
respectively in a
calculation with quarks
having a pion mass of
396 MeV, with the
light/strange quark
content of the isoscalars
indicated by the fraction
of black/green in the
plots. These results
suggest the presence of many exotics in a region accessible to the future GlueX experiment at JLab.

One of the great challenges posed by QCD is understanding how protons and neutrons are made from quarks and glue. Thus a
cornerstone of our effort is achieving a quantitative, predictive understanding of the structure of nucleons and other hadrons using
lattice QCD. Our lattice calculations are directly relevant to experiments at JLab, RHICspin, SLAC, and FNAL, and will have significant
impact on future experiments at the JLab 12 GeV upgrade and a planned electron-ion collider.

The figure at the right shows how our calculations are advancing our knowledge
of the origin of spin in the proton. The blue and the red points show the
contribution of quark spin and quark angular momentum respectively, for both the
u and the d quarks to the spin 1/2 of the proton, with decreasing pion mass. The
bands show the dependence expected from chiral perturbation theory as the pion
mass approaches its physical value. The spins carried by the up and down
quarks agree with the black crosses denoting the experimental HERMES results.

The strong interactions between baryons, such as the proton and neutron, are
key to our existence. Together with the electroweak interactions, they conspire to
produce the spectrum of nuclei and the complicated chains of nuclear reactions
that allow for the production of the elements forming the periodic table at the
earliest times of our universe and in the stellar environments that follow. Decades
of experimental effort have provided a precise set of measurements of the
nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections over a wide range of energies, which
have given rise to the modern theory of nuclear forces. Lattice QCD calculations
are needed to determine three-body interactions and to complete the connection
between nuclear physics, and the underlying theory of the strong interactions.

An example of recent progress at understanding the interactions between baryons is
that of the Hi-dibaryon, a theoretically predicted two-baryon bound state with two
strange quarks. We calculated the mass of the H-dibaryon, and compared its mass
with that of two free Lambda baryons, each composed of one up, one down and one

“On the lattice”:   very roughly — the computer starts with list of just three quarks, 
or a quark and an antiquark fixed at some position.  The state can be given “extra” 
properties, like spin and left-right symmetry (parity). 

Fun part: “uncertainty principles” in QFT mean that states of all energies  
will emerge.  

It then solves the Schoedinger equation (rules for how the list changes in time)  
and looks for the lowest energy state that is produced.

For example, from the USQCD Collaboration collaboration web site):
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What a proton looks like, and why you need high energy to see inside:

To a good approximation, an electron arrives in a virtual state 
with a single extra photon.   Only that photon interacts directly 
with quarks in the proton.  How much can you get from that?

At rest, a proton looks like this, with partonsgoing every which way.

e−

e−

But from the electron’s point of view,they all line up (almost)
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Quite a lot!   When that photon is absorbed by a quark

The proton may remain “whole”, but change direction: elastic scattering. 

It may produce an “excited” heavier proton: quasi elastic scattering. 

It may break up the proton: inelastic scattering, and produce other 
      particles, anticipated or not in QCD. 

If it transfers a lot of energy: “deeply inelastic”. 

We’ll see a little of what we can learn from each of these.

It may also be accompanied not by a photon, but by a short-lived, heavy  
particle like the Z-boson (a brief detour).  
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4. Electron-hadron Collisions and Dark World
Electron-proton elastic scattering through Z exchange is 

exquisitely sensitive to the parameters of the Standard Model, through  
spin-dependent parity violation. 
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The determinations of '(
*  described above can be 

used to test the SM prediction of sinB F(, the 
fundamental electroweak parameter 
characterizing the mixing of the EM and weak 
interactions in the SM. Neglecting small quantum 
corrections, the SM predicts19,20  sinB F(	in terms 
of the electroweak boson masses: sinB F( 	= 1 −
(w( wW⁄ )B 	≈ 	¼, and so '(

* = 1 − 4 sinB F(	 
is nearly zero.  This “accidental” SM suppression 
of '(

*  makes it an ideal observable to search for 
new PV interactions of natural size21. Using the 
latest input2 to calculate quantum corrections 
which relate1 sinB F( (' = 0)	to '(

* , as 
described in Methods, we obtain: 
sinB F( (' = 0)[z{{{{{ = 	0.2383	 ± 	0.0011	 in the 
modified-minimal-subtraction (w|{{{{) scheme2,19. 
Subtracting 0.00012 in order to plot it at the 'weak 
energy scale ('=0.158 GeV), our sinB F(  result 
is shown along with other determinations2,20 in 
Fig. 3. It is consistent with the SM expectation 
and the purely leptonic E158 result22 obtained in 
Møller (?⃗?) scattering, which has different 
sensitivities to new physics than our semi-
leptonic (?⃗A) result.  
  
Although the measurements at the Z0-pole are 
more precise than our result, there exist a variety 
of beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) scenarios 
that can have significant influence on low-energy 
precision measurements while having little effect 
on collider measurements at the Z0-mass energy 
scale26. A specific example is the dark-photon 
model of ref. 27, which allows large effects for 
few-hundred-MeV dark Z mediators at low ', but 
no effects at the Z0 pole. 
 
In order to explore this experiment’s sensitivity 
to new BSM contact interactions, we follow the 
convention28 where a “new physics” term }B ~B⁄  
is added to the SM term }V�

7- (2ÄB)⁄  in the 
Lagrangian for the neutral-current interaction of 
axial-vector electrons with vector quarks‡. Here 

                                                
‡ This convention28 differs from an earlier one1 by a 

factor of 4 (2 in ~). 

}V�
7- = +,- = 2}V

7}�
- is the SM axial-electron, 

vector-quark coupling, ÄB = √2 (2PQ)Å , and ~ 
represents the mass reach for new physics  (the 
mass of the hypothetical BSM particle being 
exchanged) with coupling }. Expressed in terms 
of '(

*  and its uncertainty ±∆'(
* , the 95% 

confidence level (CL) mass reach is 
 
É±
Ñ
= ÄÖ

L√Ü

áJà
â 	±	,.äã∆Jà

â 	:	Jà
â (åç)á

        (4) 

 
for which ~< }⁄  (~: }⁄ )	is 7.4 (8.4) TeV.  
  
 

 
  

Figure 3 | Variation of éèêg ië with energy scale !. 
The modified-minimal-subtraction (w|){{{{{{ scheme is 
shown as the solid curve19,2, together with 
experimental determinations from ref. 2 at the Z0-pole2 
(Tevatron, LEP1, SLC, LHC), atomic parity violation 
on Cesium (APV)14,15, Møller scattering (E158)22, 
deep inelastic ?⃗- H	

B  scattering (PVDIS)23, and from 
neutrino-nucleus scattering (NuTeV)24. It has been 
argued25, however, that the latter result contains 
significant unaccounted-for nuclear-physics effects. 
Our new result is plotted in red at the energy-scale of 
the 'weak experiment, '=0.158 GeV (slightly offset 
horizontally for clarity). Error bars (s.d.) include 
statistical and systematic uncertainties. 
 
For the extreme contact-interaction coupling29 
}B = 4í, the maximum mass reach for new semi-
leptonic physics determined by our '(

*   result is 
~< = 26.3 TeV. Using the coupling }B = 4íR 
typically assumed for leptoquarks30 (hypothetical 
BSM particles with both lepton and baryon 
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extended structure defined in terms of EM, 
strange and axial form factors, F is the (polar) 
scattering angle of the electron in the lab frame 
with respect to the beam axis, PQ	is the Fermi 
constant, and R	is the fine structure constant.  
 

 
 
Figure 1 | Parity-violating electron scattering from 
the proton. The incoming electron with helicity +1 
scatters away from the plane of the “Parity-Violating 
(PV) mirror” in this schematic. The image in the PV 
mirror shows the incoming electron with the opposite 
helicity −1, and instead of scattering into the plane of 
the PV mirror (as it would in a real mirror), it scatters 
out of the plane of the PV mirror. The dominant 
electromagnetic interaction, mediated by the photon 
(γ, blue wave), conserves parity. The weak interaction, 
mediated by the neutral Z0 boson (dashed red line), 
violates parity. The weak interaction is studied 
experimentally by exploiting PV through reversals of 
the incident-beam helicity, which mimic the PV mirror 
“reflection”.  
 
The 'weak experiment3,4 (see Extended Data Fig. 
1) employed a beam of longitudinally-polarized 
electrons accelerated to 1.16 GeV at the Thomas 
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. Three 
sequential acceptance-defining lead collimators 
matched to an eight-sector azimuthally-
symmetric toroidal magnet selected electrons 
scattered from a liquid-hydrogen target at angles 
between 5.8° and 11.6°.  In each magnet octant, 
elastically-scattered electrons were directed to a 
quartz detector fronted by lead pre-radiators. 
Cherenkov light produced by the EM shower 
passing through the quartz was converted to a 
current by photomultiplier tubes at each end of 
the quartz bars. These currents were integrated 

for each one-ms-long helicity state of the beam. 
For calibration purposes, and to demonstrate 
understanding of the acceptance and 
backgrounds, drift chambers were periodically 
inserted to track individual particles during 
dedicated periods of low-current running.  
 
In order to achieve <10 ppb precision, this 
experiment pushed existing boundaries on many 
fronts: higher polarized-beam intensity (180 µA), 
faster beam-helicity reversal (960/s), better GeV-
scale beam polarimetry5 precision (±0.6%), 
higher liquid-hydrogen target6 luminosity (1.7 x 
1039/(cm2-s)) and cooling power (3 kW), and 
higher total detector rates (7 GHz). Following a 
brief commissioning period, the experiment was 
divided into two roughly six-month run periods, 
between which improvements were made 
primarily to polarimetry and helicity-correlated 
beam-monitoring and control instrumentation. 
Further details, including the backgrounds and 
corrections associated with each of the two halves 
of the experiment, are provided in Methods.  
 
The asymmetry-measurement results are 67*	= –
223.5 ± 15.0 (stat) ± 10.1 (syst) ppb in the first 
half, and –227.2 ± 8.3 (stat) ± 5.6 (syst) ppb in the 
second half of the experiment. They are in 
excellent agreement with each other, and 
consistent with our previously-published 
commissioning result3. Accounting for 
correlations in some systematic uncertainties 
between the two measurement periods, the 
combined result is 67*  = –226.5 ± 7.3 (stat) ± 5.8 
(syst) ppb. The total uncertainty achieved (9.3 
ppb) sets a new level of precision for parity-
violating electron scattering (PVES) from a 
nucleus. 
 
The relationship between the measured 
asymmetries 67*	and the proton’s weak charge 
'(*  is expressed in equation (3), where the 
hadronic-structure-dependent B-term grows with 
momentum transfer 'B. Higher 'B data from 
previous PVES experiments (see references in 
Methods) were included in a global fit7,8,3 to 
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Figure 1.1: Feynman diagrams for Møller scattering at tree level.

3. One of the overarching questions that serves to define this subfield is: “What
are the unseen forces that were present at the dawn of the universe but disap-
peared from view as the universe evolved?”

4. To address this question and as part of the third principal recommendation,
significant funds were recommended for equipment and infrastructure for two
new parity-violating electron scattering projects (Møller scattering and parity-
violating deep inelastic scattering or PVDIS) that would use the upgraded
11 GeV beam at Jefferson Laboratory.

In the following, we introduce parity-violating electron scattering in general and
Møller scattering in particular, the Standard Model prediction for APV , and then
elaborate on the two bullets above.

1.2 APV in Møller Scattering

Polarized electron scattering off unpolarized targets provides a clean window to
study weak neutral current interactions. These experiments measure an asymmetry
defined by

APV =
σR − σL

σR + σL
, (1.1)

The future JLab “Moeller” experiment will push tests for non-standard 
forces through measurement of ee elastic scattering, kinematically  
distinguishable from ep.
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Due to azimuthal defocusing in the magnets however, the Møller electrons pop-
ulate the full range of the azimuth at the detector plane. It can be seen in Fig. 2.2
that stiffer tracks from electron-proton scattering at smaller radii do not defocus
as much; gaps can be seen in the azimuthal distribution interspersed with areas
of high density. Another demonstration of this effect can be seen in Fig. B.5 in
App. B where the stiffer Møller tracks at smaller angle undergo smaller azimuthal
defocusing. The detector must thus have radial and azimuthal binning for detailed
understanding of the signal and background and for systematic checks.

x   (m)
−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

y 
  (

m
)

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Figure 2.2: Simulation of e+e → e+e (black dots) and e+p → e+p (red dots) final
state electrons at Z = 28.5 downstream of the target center. The Møller electrons
are bent by larger angles due to their lower average momenta and so appear at larger
radii. The simulation includes initial and final state radiation in the target.

As already mentioned, the detector response will be integrated over the duration
of each helicity window to measure the scattered flux. Nevertheless, event-mode
acquisition at much lower beam currents for systematic studies is also required.
The detector must collect all Møller scattered events in the nominal acceptance,
contribute negligible noise relative to the counting statistics of the signal, and be
radiation-hard. Because the tail of all radiative electron-proton elastic and inelastic
processes results in an important systematic correction, the detector must also be

Moeller proposal, 2008
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cision measurements of flavor-diagonal weak neutral cur-
rent interactions mediated by the Z boson. For electron-
hadron interactions at Q2 ≪ M2

Z , weak neutral current
amplitudes are accessed via parity violation since pseu-
doscalar observables, sensitive to weak-electromagnetic in-
terference terms, can be constructed from the product of
vector and axial-vector electron and quark electroweak
currents. The parity-violating part of the electron-hadron
interaction at Q2 ≪ M2

Z can be given in terms of phe-
nomenological couplings Cij

LPV =
GF√

2

[
eγµγ5e(C1uuγµu + C1ddγµd)

+eγµe(C2uuγµγ5u + C2ddγµγ5d)
]

(34)

with additional terms as required for the heavy quarks.
Here C1j (C2j) gives the vector (axial-vector) coupling to
the j-th quark.

Within the SM context, each coupling constant is pre-
cisely predicted since they are all functions of the weak
mixing angle sin2 θW . Under the assumption that the re-
cently discovered scalar resonance at the Large Hadron
Collider [312, 313] is the SM Higgs boson, the value of
the weak mixing angle is now known to better than
0.03%. Over the past two decades, the C1i couplings have
been measured with steadily improving precision in table-
top atomic parity violation experiments and in fixed tar-
get parity-violating electron scattering experiments, most
recently at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) [314]. Compar-
ing these measurements to SM predictions has produced
strong constraints on new high-energy dynamics, such as
limits on TeV-scale heavy Z ′ bosons and certain classes
of interactions in supersymmetric theories, in a manner
complementary to direct searches at colliders [315, 316].
This is an active field with new experimental tools under
development, as described in recent reviews [317–319].

At the EIC, the availability of high-luminosity col-
lisions of polarized electrons with polarized 1H and 2H
would allow the construction of parity-violating observ-
ables that are sensitive to all four semi-leptonic coupling
constants introduced above. The observable with the best
sensitivity to cleanly measure coupling constants without
significant theoretical uncertainty is APV in e-2H colli-
sions. APV is constructed by averaging over the hadron
polarization and measuring the fractional difference in the
deep inelastic scattering (DIS) rate for right-handed vs.
left-handed electron bunches.

The collider environment and the hermetic detector
package at high luminosity will allow precision measure-
ments of APV over a wide kinematic range. In particu-
lar, the EIC will provide the opportunity to make highly
precise measurements of APV at high values of the 4-
momentum transfer Q2, and in the range 0.2 ! x ! 0.5
for the fraction of the nucleon momentum carried by
the struck quark, such that hadronic uncertainties from
limited knowledge of parton distribution functions and
higher-twist effects are expected to be negligible.

By mapping APV as a function of Q2 and the inelastic-
ity of the scattered electron y (something that is very chal-
lenging to do in fixed-target experiments), a clean separa-
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Fig. 74. Projected statistical uncertainties on the sin2 θW in a
series of Q2 bins (

√
s = 140GeV, 200 fb−1.) The black points

are published results while the blue points are projections from
the JLab program.

tion of two linear combination of couplings namely 2C1u-
C1d and 2C2u-C2d will become feasible as a function of Q2.
Thus, at the highest luminosities and center-of-mass en-
ergies envisioned at the EIC, very precise measurements
of these combinations can be achieved at a series of Q2

values, providing an important and complementary val-
idation of the electroweak theory at the quantum loop
level. Figure 74 shows a first estimate of projected uncer-
tainties on the weak mixing angle extracted from such a
dataset [2], for a center-of-mass energy of 140GeV and an
integrated luminosity of 200 fb− 1. The effects of radiative
corrections and detector effects need to be considered in
the future to further refine this study.

A unique feature of DIS APV measurements is the sen-
sitivity to the C2i coupling constants that involve the am-
plitudes with axial-vector quark currents. While the cou-
plings are kinematically accessible at large scattering angle
measurements in fixed target elastic electron scattering,
axial-hadronic radiative correction uncertainties cloud the
interpretation of the measurements in terms of fundamen-
tal electroweak physics. Parity-violating DIS using 2H is
the only practical way to measure one combination accu-
rately, namely 2C2u-C2d. A recent measurement at 6GeV
at JLab made the first non-zero measurement of this com-
bination [320], and a new experiment has been proposed at
11GeV to constrain this combination to better than 10%.
At the highest envisioned luminosities, the EIC would of-
fer the opportunity to further improve on this constraint
by a further factor of 2 to 3.

One example of the importance of achieving sensitive
constraints on the C2i couplings is depicted in fig. 75,
which shows how a heavy Z ′ boson (predicted in many SM
extensions) could introduce an additional amplitude and
induce a deviation in the measured C2i couplings [321]. A
remarkable feature of this amplitude is the fact it is sen-
sitive to the Z ′ boson even in the case that it might not
couple to leptons (so-called lepto-phobic Z ′). The limits
on the existence of such bosons from other precision weak-
neutral-current measurements as well as from colliders is
very weak because all signatures require non-zero lepton-
Z ′ couplings. Note that this amplitude cannot contribute

An EIC will provide a much-needed energy range.
EPJ (2016) 52, 268 
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APEX, JLab Hall A

JLab and the Dark World, Cont’d

The electron may emit a new kind of particle: “dark photon”, 
a “portal” to dark matter in many theories, not detectable in 
previous direct-detection experiments.

Beam parameters:
     energy up to 11 GeV
     intensity up to 180 µA
     polarization 85%
     pol. flip systematic 10-9

     time structure 2(4) ns

Luminosity: 1039 cm-2/s

Detector systems: HRSs 

Polarized targets:
3He:           L ~1036 cm-2/s
 NH3/ND3:  L ~1035 cm-2/s
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Fixed	target	experiments:	kinematics	

J.D.	Bjorken,	R.	Essig,	P.	Schuster,	and	N.	Toro,	Phys.	Rev.	D80,	2009,	075018

Wojtsekhowski, 2018 It can be a portal to a world of leptoquarks
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Fig. 73. Feynman diagrams for e → τ scattering processes via leptoquarks, which carry fermion number F = 3B + L equal to
0 or ±2 [311].

4.2 Specific opportunities in electroweak physics

4.2.1 Charged lepton flavor violation

With the discovery of neutrino oscillations, we now know
that lepton flavor is not a conserved quantity in funda-
mental interactions. It is natural to ask whether lepton
flavor non-conservation can be observed in charged lepton
interactions. In addition, the implication that neutrinos
have mass leads to the fundamental question of whether
neutrinos are their own anti-particles (Majorana neutri-
nos) which could have profound implications for the ori-
gin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe.
Speculative new theories of the early universe that predict
Majorana neutrinos often also predict observable rates
of charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV). Searches for
CLFV are thus one of the most sensitive accelerator-based
low-energy probes of the dynamics of the early universe
and the physics of the smallest length scales, in a manner
complementary to searches for new physics at the energy
frontier at the Large Hadron Collider.

The most sensitive CLFV searches to date have come
from searches for the neutrinoless conversion of stopped
muons to electrons in nuclei, searches for the rare decay
of a free muon to an electron and photon, and searches
for the rare decay of a kaon to an electron and muon. The
limits from these processes, though extremely sensitive, all
involve the e ↔ µ transition. Speculative CLFV theories
can predict enhanced rates for e ↔ τ transitions. Existing
limits for the e ↔ τ transition come from searches for
rare τ decays at the high luminosity e+e− colliders at a
center-of-mass energy from 5 to 10GeV, the so-called B-
factories.

In lepton-hadron interactions, one could search for the
rare cases where an electron converts to a muon or tau
lepton, or a muon converts to a tau lepton. However,
this is impossible to observe due to large and irreducible
background in fixed target experiments. The only suc-
cessful such searches for e → τ transitions have been
carried out at the HERA electron-hadron collider experi-
ments ZEUS and H1. In a collider environment, the event
topology for rare signal events can be differentiated from
conventional electroweak deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
events [306–308]

The CLFV process could be mediated by a hypoth-
esized new heavy boson known as a leptoquark, which
carries both lepton and baryon quantum numbers and ap-
pears naturally in many SM extensions such as Grand
Unified Theories, supersymmetry, and compositeness and
technicolor models (for a concise review, see [309]). Fig-
ure 73 shows the Feynman diagrams that could be respon-
sible for the CLFV transition that might be observed at
an EIC. The most recent published search by H1 finds no
evidence for CLFV e → τ transitions [211], which can in
turn be converted to a limit on the mass and the couplings
of leptoquarks in specific SM extensions [310].

A high-energy, high-luminosity EIC, with 100 to 1000
times the accumulated luminosity of HERA experiments
would allow a large increase in sensitivity. A recent study
has shown that an EIC, with 90GeV center-of-mass en-
ergy, could surpass the current limits with an integrated
luminosity of 10 fb−1 [311]. The study also showed that
the EIC could compete or surpass the updated lepto-
quark limits from rare CLFV tau decays for a subset of
quark flavor-diagonal couplings. A follow-up study beyond
this, including knowledge of inefficiencies from the H1 and
ZEUS collaborations for τ reconstruction, indicates that
these estimates are too optimistic by a factors of 10–20,
thus requiring 100–200 fb−1luminosity integrated over the
EIC lifetime [2]. At the highest possible luminosities envi-
sioned for the EIC, these luminosities are deemed achiev-
able. Over the lifetime of the EIC, the e → τ reach would
thus be comparable to the reach of rare τ decays at future
high-luminosity super-B-factories.

It must be emphasized that the unambiguous observa-
tion of a CLFV process would be a paradigm-shifting dis-
covery in subatomic physics, with wide-ranging implica-
tions for nuclear physics, particle physics and cosmology.
It is quite possible that future potential discoveries at the
energy and cosmic frontiers could make CLFV searches at
the EIC even more compelling.

4.2.2 Precision measurements of weak neutral current
couplings

A comprehensive strategy to indirectly probe for new
high-energy dynamics via sensitive tests of electroweak in-
teractions at the intensity frontier must also include pre-

EPJ (2016) 52, 268 
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The EIC and the hidden world of the strong interactions. 

Through the looking glass into the micro world of the nucleon 
and nuclei. 

The emergent structure that mediates between the  
point like quarks and the macro world.

- DIS valence distributions and a short review of pQCD.   TMDs. 

- Excited nucleons and duality   

- Elastic scattering and the nucleon radius 

- DVCS, GPDs and nucleon structure 

A selection . . .

What’s going on 
in there?

5. Exploring QCD with electrons  
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• To make a long story short: Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) reconciled the irrecon-
cilable. Here was the problem.

1. Quarks and gluons explain spectroscopy, but aren’t seen directly – confinement.

2. In highly (“deep”) inelastic, electron-proton scattering, the inclusive cross section
was found to well-approximated by lowest-order elastic scattering of point-like (spin-
1/2) particles (=“partons” = quarks here) a result called “scaling”:
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• If the “spin-1

2
is a quark, how can a confined quark scatter freely?
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DIS and Transverse Momentum Distributions
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The “Inclusive” probability 
(Cross section)  

was found to be . . .

proportional to 
the scattering probability 
for free charged quarks.

But the free quarks never 
showed up in experiments.  
HOW CAN A  
CONFINED PARTICLE 
SCATTER FREELY?   
ASYMPTOTIC FREEDOM.

IN WORDS:

Larger q, smaller the resolution. 
x is the fraction of proton’s momentum 
carried by the parton. 
DIS measures how partons share the 
nucleon’s momentum.   In the short time 
of the scattering, the quark is effectively 
fee.   Confinement is too late to affect 
the inclusive cross section.
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Basic example of a factorized cross section: 

Product of a “universal” F(x) with a “process dependent” 
partonic (quark or gluon) cross section 

that we can compute with perturbative rules. 
Photon scattering can also depends on the spin of the quark.

!!"#

$!%#

$!%&#

XP

Photon exchange

= F(x,spin)  

e(k,spin=t) e(k’,t’)

xp,s xp+q,s’

q=k−k’

2

Just a single “story” - all the rest “sums to unity” if we don’t ask what 
happens to the quark!

F(x) here is a “quark distribution” — just a function of x and spin

Important “corrections” can be computed in principle.
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With these methods can describe both particles and jets
in pp at 200 GeV . . . at 8 TeV

... Works
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Fig. 6. Midrapidity invariant yields for (π+ + π−)/2 and (p+p̄)/2 at high pT for
minimum bias p+p and d+Au collisions compared to results from NLO pQCD
calculations using KKP [29] (PDF: CTEQ6.0) and AKK [30] (PDF: CTEQ6M) sets
of fragmentation functions and results from the EPOS model [28]. The PDFs for
d and Au-nucleus are taken from Refs. [31] and [32] respectively. All results from
NLO pQCD calculations are with factorization scale is µ = pT.

Collaboration [33]. For d+Au collisions NLO pQCD calculations with KKP
FFs are consistent with the data for pT > 4 GeV/c while those with AKK
FFs underpredict the measured charged pion yields.

The proton+anti-proton yield at high pT in p+p and d+Au collisions is much
higher than the results from NLO pQCD calculations using the KKP set
of FFs and lower compared to calculations using AKK FFs. The relatively
better agreement of NLO pQCD calculations with AKK FFs compared to
those with KKP FFs for proton+anti-proton yields shows the importance of
the flavor-specific measurements in e++e− collisions in determining the FFs
for baryons. One may further improve the NLO pQCD calculations by an
all-order resummation of large logarithmic corrections to the partonic cross-
sections [34].

6 Scaling of particle production

The invariant cross-sections of inclusive pion production in high energy p+p
collisions have been found to follow the scaling laws [36] :

E
d3σ

dp3
=

1

pn
T

f (xT ) or E
d3σ

dp3
=

1√
s

n g (xT ) (2)
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!±

p

Inclusive jet and dijet cross sections

look at the production of jets of hadrons with large transverse energy in

inclusive jet events pp � j + X

exclusive dijet events pp � 2j

cross sections measured as a function of the jet pT , rapidity y and dijet invariant mass mjj in
double differential form

(CMS-PAS-SMP-12-012) (ATLAS-CONF-2012-021)

Especially for the single-particle inclusive cross sections at RHIC, the range of agreement
was a surprise. A great impetus for polarization, AA, pA and eA studies. In ratios, at
least we understand the denominator!

14
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• Generalization: factorization

Q2�phys(Q,m, f) = !SD(Q/µ,↵s(µ), f) ⌦ fLD(µ,m)

+O

0

B@
1

Qp

1

CA

µ = factorization scale;
m= IR scale (m may be perturbative)

• “New physics” in !SD; fLD “universal” – for a given target or observed particle

• Almost all collider applications. Enables us to compute

the Energy-transfer-dependence in |hQ, out|A + B, ini|2.

• But again, requires a smooth weight for final states!

10

Here’s a very short course in pQCD terminology and formalism, starting with 
“collinear” factorization (momentum fraction).    The general form . . . 
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Resummation?

• Whenever there is factorization, there is evolution

0 = µ
d

dµ
ln�phys(Q,m)

µ
d ln f

dµ
= �P (↵s(µ)) = �µ

d ln!

dµ

• Wherever there is evolution there is resummation,

�phys(Q,m) = �phys(q,m) exp

8
><

>:

Z Q

q

dµ0

µ0
P (↵s(µ

0
))

9
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>;

11
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• For example: “collinear” factorization for a (non-singlet) DIS structure function:

F2(x,Q
2
) =

Z
1

x
d⇠ Ca

0

B@
x

⇠
,
Q2

µ2
,↵s(µ)

1

CA fa/A(⇠, µ)

which factorizes into a simple product under moments,

F̃2(N,Q2
) =

Z
1

0
dxxN�1 F2(x,Q

2
)

= C̃a

0

B@N,
Q2

µ2
,↵s(µ)

1

CA f̃a/A(N,µ) (1)

• & then we know P̃ (N,↵s) = �N = �(1)

N (↵s/⇡) + . . .,
and we get

F̃2(N,µ) = F̃2(N,µ0) exp
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• and with ↵s(µ) = 4⇡/b0 ln(µ2/⇤2

QCD
), this is
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3

In the Bjorken limit, structure function moments are
independent of Q2 (a phenomenon called scaling). At fi-
nite Q2, gluon radiative e↵ects, which give rise to scaling
violations, and higher twist e↵ects (i.e. interactions be-
tween the struck quark and remaining quarks) which give
rise to the Q2 dependence of the structure functions, be-
come important. The Q2 dependence of the moments can
be studied within the framework of pQCD, but at lower
Q2, pQCD loses its applicability and one must consider
finite Q2 e↵ects as well to study the hadronic structure
and revert to e↵ective theories or LQCD.

Current LQCD calculations have focused on non-
singlet u�d quantities using moments of the PDFs, which
are calculationally simpler because the complicated dis-
connected diagrams cancel. Experimentally, the inte-
grated non-singlet distribution can be determined from
2p�d, which is approximately p�n, where p, d and n de-
note proton, deuteron and neutron moments respectively.
From Eq. 4, the non-singlet structure function is

F p
2 � Fn

2 = x
1

3
(u� d+ ū� d̄) ⇡ 2F p

2 � F d
2 , (6)

where u and d are up and down quark distributions, re-
spectively. Similarly, the non-singlet Nachtmann mo-
ments can be determined as MNS

2 = Mp
2 � Mn

2 ⇠
2Mp

2 � Mp+n
2 , where Mp+n

2 is obtained from deuteron
data as described below. In the MS renormalization
scheme, the non-singlet moments of the PDFs, hxiu�d,
as calculated in LQCD, which describes the soft, non-
perturbative physics, in terms of the non-singlet N=2
moment of the F2 structure function can be written as

hxiu�d =
3

Cv
N

MNS
2 (7)

where Cv
N are Wilson coe�cients which represent the

hard, perturbatively calculable coe�cient functions.
Since PDFs describe non-perturbative behavior, they
cannot be directly calculated in perturbative QCD, but
they can be calculated using LQCD, or extracted from
global fits to a variety of data, for example [16–18].

Although there exist previous deuteron F2 measure-
ments in the nucleon resonance region, those presented
in this work are the most precise and accurate determi-
nations to date for several reasons. First, the moments
presented here are the first to utilize deuteron and pro-
ton F2 values extracted from precision Rosenbluth sepa-
rations of the structure functions, while previous moment
determinations [12] relied on models of the longitudinal
contribution. Second, the quasielastic (QE) contribution
was precisely determined and then subtracted utilizing
the same data set. This is important, because inelastic
and quasielastic are treated separately in theory. Third,
the deuteron data were corrected for nuclear e↵ects such
as Fermi motion, enabling a clean extraction of p+n. In
all, comparison of these new measurements to the pre-
vious F2 moments from [12] and [13] shows an order of
magnitude reduction in the uncertainties.

As noted above, inelastic and QE contributions were
separated first by removing the latter utilizing the shape
of the QE given in [19] with the magnitude determined
from the experimental data by scaling up the shape to
match the data while the inelastic shape given by a global
fit [20] to the available deuteron data. The elastic con-
tribution then was added back at x = 1. Figure 1 shows
the deuteron structure function F2 in the QE region be-
fore and after the QE subtraction. Systematic uncertain-
ties for this subtraction were determined by the following
procedure: First, the QE contribution was scaled up and
down until the chi-squared value between the data and
the fit (QE and inelastic) becomes +1 and -1, and then
the di↵erence of the fit from the data was used as the
systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) E06-009 data on deuteron F2 before
and after subtraction of the QE contribution. The band at
the bottom represents the estimated systematic uncertainty
from this procedure. The dot dashed curve is the QE model,
the short dashed curve is the total (QE+ inelastic) model and
the solid curve is the inelastic model.
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SLAC DIS
CERN NMC
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F2
D
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p+n

FIG. 2. (Color online) Top curve: Data on F d
2 at Q2 = 4

GeV2 from SLAC, CERN, and Je↵erson Lab experiment E06-
009. Top curve is shifted up for comparison to bottom. Bot-
tom curve: Same as top data after Fermi correction.

Since the deuteron is a bound nucleus and not a pure

Unprecedented senstivity to large-x quark distributions. 
(JLab ED6-009 Hall C 2019) 

Of special interest both to new-physics searches at  
high energy, and to nuclear structure. 

In effect, a beam of electrons is a machine for detecting quarks.
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• It works quite well. Approximate scaling at moderate x,

pronounced evolution for smaller x:

13
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Here |PS⟩ is the hadron state with momentum P and spin S, pX is the momentum of the

hadronic final state |X⟩, and

Jµ(z) = ψ̄(z){λ3/2 + λ8/(2
√

3)}γµψ(z) ≡ ψ̄(z)Q(el)γµψ(z) (2.2)

is the hadron’s electromagnetic current composed of the quark field ψ(z) and the flavor

matrices λi for the u-, d- and s-quarks when we consider three flavors. For the case of a

nucleon target with mass M (P 2 = M2, P · S = 0, S2 = −M2), the hadronic tensor can be

expressed in general by the four structure functions F1, F2, g1 and g2 as

Wµν =

−
(

gµν −
qµqν
q2

)

F1(x, Q2) +

(

Pµ −
P · q
q2

qµ

)(

Pν −
P · q
q2

qν

)
2

P · q
F2(x, Q2)

+ 2i ϵµνλσq
λ

{

Sσ 1

P · q
g1(x, Q2) + (P · qSσ − q · SP σ)

1

(P · q)2
g2(x, Q2)

}

. (2.3)

The symmetric (antisymmetric) part in µν is relevant to the unpolarized (polarized) scat-

tering; in (2.3), the decomposition of the spin-independent part is universal for an arbitrary

hadronic target, while that of the spin-dependent part is specific for the spin 1/2 target.

The structure functions are dimensionless functions of two invariants, Q2 and the Bjorken

variable x = Q2/(2P · q). Equation (2.1) can be expressed by the “cut diagram” corre-

sponding to the discontinuity of the forward virtual Compton amplitude between the virtual

photon and a hadron. In general kinematics, this virtual Compton amplitude contains all

the complicated interactions between the virtual photon and a hadron, including various

“soft interactions” where soft momenta are exchanged. However, a drastic simplification

occurs if one goes to the Bjorken limit Q2 → ∞ with x fixed: the amplitude is dominated

by the contribution which is factorized into the short- and long-distance parts (see Fig. 1),

and other complicated contributions are suppressed by the powers of 1/Q.

A

q

P
Q2 → ∞
x : fixed

P

ξP

Fig. 1. The DIS process and the Bjorken limit.

The factorized amplitude corresponds to the process in which a parton carrying the

momentum ξP (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) comes out from the long-distance part, followed by the hard

impact of the virtual photon, and then goes back to the long-distance part. As a result, the

5

X a system of hadrons produced through inelastic processes); the Drell-Yan (DY) processes,

A + B → l+ + l− + X ; jet production, A + B → jet + X ; heavy quark production,

A + B → heavy quark + X, etc. The basis for the QCD analysis of these hard processes is

provided by the factorization theorems in QCD, 7) which give an extension of the OPE. It

provides a foundation of the “parton model” in the Bjorken limit, where Q2 →∞ with the

Bjorken variable x fixed, and also a systematic framework to calculate the QCD corrections

beyond the leading order. The theorems tell us that we can view a high-energy beam

of hadrons as if it were a beam of partons (quarks and gluons), and the hadron reaction

is induced by hard scattering among individual partons. Corresponding to this intuitive

picture, the cross section for the hard processes is given as a product, or more precisely,

convolution of the short- and long-distance parts. The former contains all the dependence

on the large momentum Q, while the latter depends essentially on the QCD scale parameter

ΛQCD. These two parts are divided at a factorization (renormalization) scale µ,∗) and the

short-distance (long-distance) part involves the momenta larger (smaller) than µ. The short-

distance part corresponds to the hard scattering cross section for the partons with the large

momentum Q exchanged, while the long-distance part corresponds to the parton distribution

functions in a hadron. The former is systematically calculable in perturbation theory for

each process, due to the asymptotic freedom of QCD, while the latter is controlled by the

nonperturbative dynamics of QCD.

Let us recall the factorization formulae for some familiar processes. First, consider the

DIS, which proceeds via the exchange of a virtual photon with momentum qµ between a

lepton and a hadron (Q2 ≡ −q2 ≥ 0). ∗∗) As is well known, the DIS cross section is given in

terms of the leptonic (Lµν) and the hadronic (Wµν) tensors, 5)

k′0
dσ

d3k′
=

1

k · P

(
e2

4πQ2

)2

LµνWµν ,

where k(k′) and P denote the momenta of the incident (scattered) lepton and hadron (k−k′ =

q). All the information of the strong interaction is contained in the hadronic tensor:

Wµν =
1

2π

∑

X

⟨PS|Jµ(0)|X⟩⟨X|Jν(0)|PS⟩(2π)4δ(4)(pX − P − q)

=
1

2π

∫
d 4ze−iq·z⟨PS|[Jµ(0) , Jν(z)]|PS⟩ . (2.1)

∗) The factorization scale can be different from the renormalization scale. In this paper, we set them
equal for simplicity.

∗∗) More generally, the vector boson W± or Z0 can be exchanged. In this case, Jµ(z) of (2.2) should be
replaced by the corresponding charged or neutral current.

4

With Spin: require polarized distributions:  ∆f(x), f = G,u,d,s. . . 

A similar analysis applies to all the structure functions: 
 (here QCD only)

=
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There is a lot still to learn, especially regarding polarized 
distributions: how much spin parsons carry:

6
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FIG. 1: The ensemble of replicas (dotted blue lines) for the
NLO gluon helicity density∆g(x,Q2) at Q2 = 10GeV2 shown
along with its statistical average (solid blue line) and vari-
ance (dot-dashed blue lines). The corresponding results from
the DSSV14 fit (black lines) and the NNPDFpol1.1 analysis
(green lines) are shown for comparison; see text.

This is a nontrivial, and perhaps even unexpected result
in view of the large tolerances ∆χ2 of the order of 10 to
15 units that are allowed for in the uncertainty estimates
for DSSV14 based on Lagrange multipliers. Of course,
the Monte Carlo replicas and, hence, their correspond-
ing 1-σ variance, are designed to effectively cope with
neglected uncertainties, like those related to theoretical
approximations and assumptions, that are not accounted
in the effective χ2 function and which also cause the large
tolerances adopted in the Lagrange multiplier method.
As a further comparison, Fig. 1 also incorporates the

results (green lines) from the NNPDFpol1.1 analysis
[6] which is based on a Monte Carlo sampling of spin-
dependent DIS data and a largely unbiased interpolation
of the x-dependence of helicity PDFs by a neural net-
work. It also includes information on inclusive jet and
W -boson production from RHIC, but neither SIDIS data
nor spin asymmetries for inclusive neutral pion produc-
tion at RHIC are used so far, both of which play an
important role in the DSSV14 global analysis. Never-
theless, the results are very much compatible and show
a remarkable agreement for both the central values and
uncertainty estimates in the x-range constrained by jet
and DIS data. At lower values of x, the uncertainties
in ∆g(x,Q2) are largest for the NNPDFpol1.1 analysis.
This observation can be explained at least in part by
the missing information from neutral pion production at
RHIC, which constrains∆g down to somewhat lower val-
ues of x than jet data alone [5].
Similar observations can be made about the quark and

antiquark helicity distributions, which can be found in
Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1, we show the newly obtained en-
sembles of replicas for ∆u+∆ū and ∆d+∆d̄ (left-hand

panels) and ∆ū, ∆d̄, ∆s̄ ≡ ∆s (right-hand panels), their
statistical averages and variances. Again, for compari-
son, results stemming from the analyses by DSSV14 and
NNPDFpol1.1 are presented as well.

As can be inferred from the left-hand panels, the flavor
combination ∆u + ∆ū in particular, but also ∆d + ∆d̄,
both of which are probed by DIS data, exhibit the small-
est uncertainties of all helicity densities. Most of the
replicas are closely concentrated around their average in
the medium-to-large x region where the valence quark
contributions to ∆q+∆q̄, q = u, d, are dominant. Here,
the relative errors amount to about 5% and 20% for
∆u+∆ū and ∆d+∆d̄, respectively. The dispersions of
replicas become more pronounced for smaller momentum
fractions, where sea quarks rule, with relative uncertain-
ties increasing to about 100%, which is still significantly
smaller than for ∆g shown in Fig. 1. In general, the con-
straints on the sea quark distributions are rather weak
in the entire range of x probed by the data as can be
gathered from the right-hand panels of Fig. 2. They re-
ceive their constraints mainly from SIDIS data that are
less precise than fully inclusive measurements and suffer
from additional theoretical ambiguities from fragmenta-
tion functions.

As for ∆g, the agreement with the results from the
traditional global analysis of the DSSV group is very
good for all quark flavors both for the average, i.e., best
fit, and the uncertainty bands. Again, the latter are
obtained with the Lagrange multiplier method assum-
ing inflated tolerance criteria for ∆χ2. The results from
NNPDFpol1.1 compare less favorably to our results ex-
cept for ∆u + ∆ū and, perhaps, ∆d̄. However, here it
should be kept in mind that the NNPDF group so far
does not include any SIDIS data in their analysis. On
the other hand, they achieve some flavor discrimination
through reweighting their replicas with recent results on
W±-boson single-spin asymmetries from RHIC [29–31],
which are included neither in DSSV14 nor in the present
analysis. This likely explains the differences observed for
∆d+∆d̄ and∆ū. Our results for∆s are largely driven by
SIDIS data with observed charged kaons in the final-state
[5, 19, 24] while for NNPDFpol1.1 the only constraint is
derived from the baryonic semi-leptonic β-decay param-
eters, to which we turn next, which prefer a negative ∆s.

The often adopted constraints on the first moments
of the total quark helicity densities from baryonic semi-
leptonic β-decay parameters F and D, i.e., SU(2)
and SU(3) symmetry arguments, deserve some further
scrutiny and discussion. Clearly, violations of SU(3) sym-
metry are expected at some level; see, e.g., Refs. [32–
34] and references therein. Rather than imposing the
symmetry constraints at face value, deviations were al-
lowed and measured in terms of two additional fit pa-
rameters εSU(2) and εSU(3) in all previous DSSV analyses
[5, 19, 24]. More specifically, the F and D values were
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 but now showing our results for the quark and antiquark helicity PDFs at Q2 = 10GeV2 in comparison
to the analyses of DSSV14 and NNPDFpol1.1.

related to the first moments by

∆Σu −∆Σd = (F +D) [1 + εSU(2)], (8)

∆Σu +∆Σd − 2∆Σs = (3F −D) [1 + εSU(3)], (9)

where

∆Σf ≡
∫ 1

0

[

∆fi +∆f̄i
]

(x, µ0) dx , (10)

with F +D = 1.269± 0.003 and 3F −D = 0.586± 0.031
(see, e.g., Ref. [35]) at the input scale µ0 = 1GeV of
the DSSV analysis. Note that both relations (8) and
(9) are renormalization group invariants, i.e., are scale
independent. In practice, the free fit parameters εSU(2)

and εSU(3) substitute the normalizations Nu+ū and Nd+d̄
of the corresponding quark distributions in Eq. 1, which
otherwise could have been fixed by F and D.
Also in our present analysis, the two combinations (8)

and (9) including the F and D constants are taken as
two additional data points, i.e., are included in the effec-
tive χ2 function and shifted around their central values
as any other measurement when determining the ensem-
ble of data and PDF replicas. Consequently, each PDF
replica inherits its own values for εSU(2) and εSU(3) that

quantify the departure from SU(2) and SU(3) symmetry,
respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the two symme-
try breaking parameters for our ensemble of replicas. We
obtain εSU(2) = 0.000± 0.056 and εSU(3) = 0.000± 0.311.
The average values are compatible with zero, which
mostly reflects the fact that large departures from SU(3)
symmetry come with a penalty in χ2 in our approach.
Interestingly, the variances are somewhat larger than ex-
pected from the experimental uncertainties of the F +D
and 3F − D values alone, which shows the influence of
the DIS and, especially, the SIDIS data. In this way,
our ensemble of helicity PDFs replicas and, most impor-
tantly, any uncertainties for observables obtained with
them, explore a fairly wide range of symmetry breaking
possibilities. We note that in Ref. [36] a simultaneous
determination of helicity parton densities and fragmen-
tation function was performed, in which the values for
the triplet and octet axial charges were freely fitted. Our
replicas necessarily have a larger octet charge than that
found in [36], although their spread is not too different
from the uncertainty quoted there.

de Florian, Vogelsang  1902.10548
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II. Looking outward toward TMDs, low-x and polarized scattering

• All the foregoing looks “inward” toward the hard scattering. The emphasis is the ver-
ification of QCD at the shortest distances and the prediction of new physics signals at
high energy.

• The path to a fuller understanding of the theory involves looking away from the hard
scattering . . .

• In two qualitative ways:

1. Far back into the initial state, before the collision: the structure of nuclei in the
language of partons.

2. Far forward to the final state, after the collision: hadronization.

• The questions we seek to answer will still be phrased in the language of hadronic structure
and formation in terms of partonic degrees of freedom.

15
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To start, the quark doesn’t have to be moving exactly in the same direction as  
the proton! 

Other measurements (single-inclusive DIS) are sensitive to this extra motion 
transverse momentum distributions or TMDs.   

These cross sections factorize too, into parton distributions, 
and “fragmentation functions” that depend on the  

“extra” transverse motion of the quarks and gluons 

Corrections here are even more important, but can still be computed in principle. 

With electron scattering we can measure the momentum fractions of quarks, 
their transverse momentum variations, and how their spin is connected 

to the spin of the proton and to their transverse momentum 

This gives a family of functions to measure — and together they demonstrate the 
full correlation of single quarks to the momentum and spin of the proton. 
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Transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs)

• TMD-correlator

Φq =
1

2

Z

dξ−

2π

d2ξ⃗T

(2π)2
e

ik·ξ ˙

P ; S
˛

˛ ψ̄
q(0) γ+ WTMD ψ

q(ξ)
˛

˛P ; S
¸

˛

˛

˛

ξ+=0

= f
q
1 (x, k⃗

2
T) +

(S⃗T × k⃗T)·P̂
M

f
⊥q
1T (x, k⃗

2
T)

– partonic nucleon structure beyond collinear approximation
→ 3-D structure in (x, k⃗T)-space; important/major part of TMD physics

– complementary to 3-D structure in (x, b⃗T )-space (→ GPDs)

– Sivers function f⊥
1T describes strength of spin-orbit correlation (Sivers, 1989)

– spin asymmetry on the level of parton density
→ spin asymmetry in observables (e.g., Sivers SSA observed by

HERMES, COMPASS, and JLab in semi-inclusive DIS)

– kT compensated by hadronic scale (M) → no suppression !

QFT expression for such distributions: itself a story.   
A quark disappears, and then reappears.  

All this is 
to pick out  
the wave 

corresponding to 
the scattered quark

The photon 
scatters the 
quark here. 

It disappears  
from the story. 

Start with 
a proton

The quark 
reappears here!And the  

proton here
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Electron-positron scattering to excited nucleons

FIG. 11. Proton νW p
2 = F p

2 structure function data in the resonance region as a function of ξ,

at Q2 = 0.45, 0.85, 1.70, and 3.30 GeV2 from Hall C at Jefferson Lab [7,58]. The arrows indicate
the elastic point, ξ = ξ(x = 1). The curves represent fits to deep inelastic structure function data

at the same ξ but higher (W 2, Q2) from NMC [59] at Q2 = 5 GeV2 (dashed) and Q2 = 10 GeV2

(solid).

Fig. 10 above, where the Nachtmann variable ξ has replaced the more ad hoc variable ω′ as
a means to relate high-(W 2, Q2) deep inelastic data to data at the lower (W 2, Q2) values of
the resonance region, as well as to include proton target mass corrections. Both the ξ and
ω′ variables depend on ratios of x to Q2 (or, correspondingly, W to Q2), thereby allowing
direct comparison of structure functions in the resonance and scaling regimes by plotting the
scaling and resonance data at the same ordinate point. For example, ξ = 0.6 can correspond
to a point in the ∆ resonance region around Q2 = 1.5 GeV2, or a point in the deep inelastic
region of W 2 = 14 GeV2 at Q2 = 20 GeV2.

The kinematics for the resonance data in Fig. 11 range from the single pion production
threshold to W 2 = 5 GeV2. The elastic peak position at ξ = ξ(x = 1) is indicated by the
vertical arrows, and the lower ξ values correspond to the higher-W 2 kinematics. Of the
three prominent enhancements, the lowest mass ∆ resonance falls at the highest ξ values.
The statistical uncertainties are included in the error bars on the data points, and the total
systematic uncertainty was estimated to be less than 4% [7]. The latter includes some
uncertainty associated with the choice of R used to extract F2 from the measured cross
sections (see Eq. (20)).

The resonance data are compared to a global fit curve to deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
data from Ref. [59], here shown for two fixed values of Q2 = 5 and 10 GeV2. The curves

31

For intermediate momentum transfer compare

!!"#

$!%#

$!%&#

XP

Photon exchange

= F(x,spin)  

e(k,spin=t) e(k’,t’)

xp,s xp+q,s’

q=k−k’

To the production of heavier, unstable versions of the proton. 
Not just one, but all the quarks are scattered together, and yet 
the two probabilities are closely related:

Quark-hadron duality:

Melnitchouk, Keppel, Ent (2005)
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Elastic Scattering and the Nucleon Radius

MENU 2013

Figure 1. Current experimental status on the Sachs FF’s ratio
in the proton (black curves are phenomenological fits, the
dotted line at Rp = 1 represents the dipole model), plot is from
[8]; the fit of the measurements by means of the polarization
transfer method (referred by the bottom half of the labels in
the plot) provides Rp(Q2) ≈ 1 − 0.13

(
Q2 − 0.29

)
in evident

disagreement with the Rosenbluth data (referred by the upper
half of the labels in the plot). The discrepancy has triggered
a renewed theoretical and experimental activity: currently the
most favorite candidate that could explain it is the two photon
exchange (TPE) [9] in the elementary process; in fact the
Rosenbluth method is more sensitive to the TPE, while in
the experiments that involve the interference term, the effects
mainly cancel out. Three experiments (Novosibirsk/VEPP-3,
JLab/CLAS and DESY/OLYMPUS) are currently trying to
measure the TPE effect by e−/e+ asymmetry; the preliminary
results from VEPP-3[10] seem to confirm the somehow
unexpected relevance of the TPE in elastic scattering and in the
Rosenbluth separation in particular.

2. Quick glance on experimental status of FF’s
All measurements since the pioneering experiments at SLAC in the ’50 [2] till the end of the last
century have been performed using the Rosenbluth separation3. Those measurements support the dipole
description of the FF’s GD(Q2) =

[
1 + Q2/0.71

]−2 corresponding to a nucleon spatial distribution
of the form ! (r) ∼ !(0)/

(
1 + e(r−c)/a

)
. In addition, the proton Rp(Q2) ≡ "pG

p
E/G

p
M ≈ 1 ("p is

the magnetic moment) seems to be fairly constant with Q2, despite the large fluctuations and errors at
larger Q2.

This apparent consolidated situation has been mined by a new class of measurements of Rp

performed at JLab in the past decade[12] by means of the polarization transfer method at relatively
high 1 < Q2 < 8 GeV/c2 as shown in Fig. 1 and detailed in the relative caption.

A new framework has emerged where polarized experiments, thanks to the latest development in
polarizing beam, target and instrumentation, are considered the most reliable source of FF’s data; many
theoretical models are trying to explain the Rp(Q2) behavior and most of them reproduce reasonably
well the available data (Q2 < 8.0 GeV2) but diverge at larger Q2, in the unexplored region.

In terms of Dirac and Pauli FF’s, the pQCD4 predicts an asymptotic value of F2/F1 ∼ 1/Q2 while
the new measurements seems to indicate the presence of a logaritmic function of Q2 which modified
pQCD models associate to the quark orbital angular momentum and gluon polarization effects.

Also at low Q2 the situation has been recently broken up by a precise measurement of the proton
radius by "p Lamb shift [14] which is 7.9 sigmas off the average measurements by ep scattering and
hydrogen spectroscopy. The inconsistency could be related to the same effect that explain the high Q2

behavior of the Rosenbluth measurements [9].
In the neutron case, Rn has measured up to Q2 < 4 GeV2. In this case the most reliable

measurements have been done with the double polarization method, since the Rosenbluth separation
is affected by large nuclear structure correlations (no free neutron target). Again different models

3 There is a remarkable exception [11] that for the first time used the polarization transfer method, but at Q2 < 1.
4 Taking into account quark helicity conservation, the counting rules for gluon (1/Q2), helicity flip (1/Q2) and the mechanism of
strong interaction via two gluon exchange, F1 ∼ 1/Q4 while F2 ∼ 1/Q6. Two gluon exchange mechanism seems to be suppressed
according to recent measurement of Real Compton Scattering [13].
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Elastic ep Cross Section (Preliminary)  

•  Differential cross section vs. Q2, with 2.2 (1.1) GeV data (preliminary). 
•  Statistical uncertainty at this stage: ~0.18% for 2 GeV, ~0.3% for 1 GeV per point. 
•  Systematic uncertainties at current stage: 0.8% ~ 2.0% for 2 GeV, 0.9% ~2.0% for 1 GeV 
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                Proton Radius from ep→ep  Scattering Experiments  

§  In the limit of first Born approximation the elastic ep scattering 
     (one photon exchange):  

§  Structureless proton: 

§  GE and GM were extracted using Rosenbluth  
      separation (or at extremely low Q2 the GM can be  
      ignored, like in the PRad experiment) 

§  The Taylor expansion at low Q2: 
derivative in Q2       0 limit: 

e-   e-   

p  p  

GE  ,GM 

Mainz low Q2 data set 
Phys. Rev. C 93, 065207, 2016 

Special interest  
in low Q2: radius!

pRad:
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                Proton Radius from ep→ep  Scattering Experiments  

§  In the limit of first Born approximation the elastic ep scattering 
     (one photon exchange):  

§  Structureless proton: 

§  GE and GM were extracted using Rosenbluth  
      separation (or at extremely low Q2 the GM can be  
      ignored, like in the PRad experiment) 

§  The Taylor expansion at low Q2: 
derivative in Q2       0 limit: 

e-   e-   

p  p  

GE  ,GM 

Mainz low Q2 data set 
Phys. Rev. C 93, 065207, 2016 

T. Gasparian 2018 ECTE. Cisbani, 2014
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Exotic States

Computer simulations provide other possible QCD states not 
found in the classic quark model:  glueballs, “multi-quarks”

| glue ball > =
+ +

GlueX: using “real” photons to produce exotic and mixed states. 
Here, early results on J/Psi (ccbar): 7

8 9 10 20, GeV            γE

1−10

1

10

p)
, n

b
ψ

 J
/

→
p γ(

σ

GlueX
SLAC
Cornell
Kharzeev et al. x 2.3

(4440)+
cJPAC P

incoherent sum of:
  2g exch. Brodsky et al
  3g exch. Brodsky et al

FIG. 3: GlueX results for the J/ total cross section vs beam energy, compared to the Cornell [15] and SLAC [16]
data, the theoretical predictions [11, 13], and the JPAC model [6] corresponding to B(P+

c
(4440) ! J/ p) = 1.6% for

the JP = 3/2� case as discussed in the text. All curves are fitted/scaled to the GlueX data only. For our data the
quadratic sums of statistical and systematic errors are shown; the overall normalization uncertainty is 27%.

LHCb P+
c

states, which allow to discriminate between di↵erent pentaquark models.
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DVCS and Generalized Parton Distributions

Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs)

GPDs are defined as correlation of off-forward matrix:

Bjorken variable

Momentum transfer squared

  
ξ = p+ − ′p +

p+ + ′p + = − Δ +

2P +

  t = Δ2
  
x = Q2

2 p ⋅q

Skewdness parameter

  
P = p + ′p

2
,   Δ = ′p − p

P´= p +Δp

k

q q –Δ
k+q

k +Δ

t  =Δ 2

γ * γ

Forward limit:  PDFs
 
H(x,ξ , t)

ξ=t=0
= f (x),    !H(x,ξ , t)

ξ=t=0
= Δf (x),     

First moments:  Form factors
Dirac and Pauli form factors F1 , F2

Second moments:  Angular momenta
Sum rule:  Jq =

1
2

dx x
−1

1

∫ Hq (x,  ξ ,  t = 0) + Eq (x,  ξ ,  t = 0)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ,    Jq =
1
2
Δq + Lq

 

dz −

4π
 ∫ eixP+z− ′p ψ (−z / 2)γ +ψ (z / 2) p z+ =0,!z⊥=0 = 1

2P+ H(x,ξ , t)u( ′p )γ +u(p) + E(x,ξ , t)u( ′p ) iσ
+α Δα

2M
u(p)⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

dz −

4π
 ∫ eixP+z− ′p ψ (−z / 2)γ +γ 5ψ (z / 2) p z+ =0,!z⊥=0 = 1

2P+
"H(x,ξ , t)u( ′p )γ +γ 5u(p) + "E(x,ξ , t)u( ′p )γ 5Δ

+

2M
u(p)⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

Axial and Pseudoscalar form factors GA , GP
 

dx
−1

1

∫  H(x,ξ , t) = F1(t), dx
−1

1

∫  E(x,ξ , t) = F2 (t)

dx
−1

1

∫  !H(x,ξ , t) = gA(t), dx
−1

1

∫  !E(x,ξ , t) = gP (t)

∆ = q - q’

Single-quark distributions from DIS and SIDS tell a great story.   
But there is much more.   Two-photon processes, like  

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS)  

reveal correlations between positions and momenta within the proton 
within information on angular momenta and other extended structure: 

“tomography”. 
 By making one photon  

state very virtual 
the process factorizes 

into the story of the  
proton and the story of  

the scattering itself. 

We can calculate the latter. 
We measure the former.

credit: S. Kumano
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Generalized Distributions

• The factorization of collinear distributions (and TMDs) depends on the localization of
partons by hard scattering, and the absence of final-state interactions. Such factoriza-
tions are sensitive to local properties of hadrons and nuclei, not so much to their coherent
structure. This is fine for parton polarizations; not so much for orbital angular momenta.
These require generalized parton distributions. (Ji, Radyushkin)

• Comparing standard (“diagonal”) and generalized (skewed) distributions:

1. (After using the optical theorem) the standard distribution in terms of creation/absorption
operators looks like

q(x) =

Z
d` hp| b†q(xp + `) bq(xp + `) |pi

2. While the generalized parton distribution (GPD) is

Q(x, x0
) =

Z
d` h(1 � �)p| b† ((x � �)p + `) b(xp + `) |pi .

3. Quark collinear momentum fractions

p0

Z
1

0
x q(x)

29
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• Generalized distributions were originally designed to isolate:

• Quark and gluon total angular momenta

Jq =

Z
d3x

2

64  †
⌃

2
 +  †

x ⇥ (�iD) 

3

75

Jg =

Z
d3x x ⇥ (E ⇥ B)

• The o↵-diagonal connection (p0
= p + �)

Jq,g =
1

2
[Aq,g(0) + Bq,g(0)]

hp0
| Tµ⌫

q,g |pi = ū(p + �)[ Aq,g(�
2
) �µp0⌫

+Bq,g(�
2
) p0µi�µ↵

2M
�
↵
� (µ $ ⌫) ]u(p)

• Dependence on � measures non-local correlations associated
with angular momentum.

• To be extracted from DVCS (for example) and vector boson production.

• More generally, the full set of TMDs and GPDs o↵er the promise of a three dimensional
picture of the nucleon.

30
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bT

kTx,

transverse
coordinate
distributions
(GPDs)

transverse

(TMDs)
distributions
momentum

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional structure of a fast-moving nucleon.
The distribution of partons (quarks, gluons) is characterized by
the longitudinal momentum fraction x and the transverse spa-
tial coordinate bT through the impact parameter GPDs [7, 8].
In addition, the partons are distributed over transverse mo-
menta kT , reflecting their orbital motion and interactions in
the system (TMDs). Polarization distorts both the spatial and
momentum distributions. Note that bT and kT are not Fourier
conjugate; a joint description in both variables can be formu-
lated in terms of a Wigner phase space density [9]. Observ-
ables sensitive to either bT or kT help to establish a three-
dimensional dynamical picture of the nucleon in QCD. Figure
from ref. [6].

3 Three-dimensional structure of the nucleon
in QCD

The nucleon in QCD represents a dynamical system of
fascinating complexity. Viewed in high-energy interactions
the nucleon’s color field can be represented by elementary
quanta with point-particle characteristics (partons), and
the nucleon becomes a many-body system of quarks, anti-
quarks and gluons. In contrast to non-relativistic systems,
in QCD the number of constituents is not fixed, as they
constantly undergo creation/annihilation processes medi-
ated by QCD interactions. This reflects the relativistic
nature of the dynamics. A high-energy scattering process
takes a “snapshot” of this fast-moving system with a spa-
tial resolution given by the inverse momentum transfer
1/Q. In addition to the valence quarks, the nucleon con-
tains a “sea” of quark–anti-quark pairs. The spin and fla-
vor quantum numbers carried by the sea, both light and
heavy, are poorly constrained by present data. An EIC
would be the only polarized “femtoscope” facility in the
world that is capable of accessing distances < 10−15 cm
inside of the polarized nucleon in the regime where sea
quarks and gluons dominate.

Experimental measurements of semi-inclusive deep in-
elastic scattering (SIDIS) and exclusive processes such
as deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) lead to
an understanding of a “three-dimensional” representation
of the nucleon in coordinate and momentum space. New
distributions related to those representations are the so-
called Generalized Parton Distributions and Transverse-
Momentum–Dependent distributions, see fig. 1. A joint
description in both momentum and coordinate space can
be formulated in terms of Wigner phase space densities [9],

however, it remains a challenge to find a way of accessing
these distributions in high-energy scattering experiments.
Measurements with polarized beams of light ions and elec-
trons are key requirements for understanding GPDs and
TMDs. An EIC will measure TMDs of sea quarks through
semi-inclusive measurements, in which the charge and
flavor of the struck quark/anti-quark are “tagged” by de-
tecting hadrons (π±,K±, p, p̄, . . .) produced from its frag-
mentation.

Since the publication of the EIC White Paper [3], the-
oretical tools for QCD evolution of TMDs have been de-
veloped and have been successfully implemented in phe-
nomenological calculations (see contributions in [10–12]).
This progress allows one to cover much larger energy mo-
mentum ranges, and thereby implement QCD-based fits
that are able to describe data coming from low to medium
energies, such as Jefferson Lab 6, HERMES, COMPASS
up to high energies of LHC. Recent progress in SIDIS
experiments, and publication of unpolarized multiplici-
ties from Jefferson Lab, HERMES, and COMPASS al-
lowed for the first time successful implementation of QCD
evolution of TMDs. Future measurements of the Drell-
Yan process at COMPASS, FERMILAB, and RHIC will
probe for the first time the universality properties of
those distributions [13–16]. In its report to NSAC by the
subcommittee on performance measures this was identi-
fied as one of the high-priority milestones (HP-13) [1]:
namely, to “Test unique QCD predictions for relations
between single-transverse spin phenomena in pp scatter-
ing and those observed in deep-inelastic lepton scatter-
ing”. However, a truly quantitative measurement of TMDs
will require the large multi-dimensional phase space and
the high luminosity of an EIC, and only at this facil-
ity will we be able to explore the region of sea quarks.
EIC kinematics is ideally suited to probe the interplay
between non-perturbative and perturbative dynamics in
generating transverse momentum and to quantify the non-
perturbative contribution to the scale evolution of TMDs.
The data from an EIC will be crucial for future progress
in the development of the theory and phenomenology of
TMDs as it relates to the “3-D” momentum structure of
the nucleon and nuclei.

GPDs define the basic size and shape of the nucleon in
QCD, generalizing the one-dimensional picture conveyed
from the longitudinal momentum densities into a “two
spatial plus one momentum”-dimensional image of the fast
moving nucleon [7, 8]. Information on the transverse dis-
tribution of quarks and gluons is obtained from exclusive
scattering γ∗N → M + N (M = meson, γ, heavy quarko-
nium). GPDs combine the concept of the quark/gluon
momentum density with that of elastic nucleon form fac-
tors. Measurements of J/ψ photo/electro-production with
an EIC provide a unique opportunity to map the trans-
verse spatial distribution of gluons in the nucleon above
x ∼few ×10−3 in unprecedented detail.

The EIC will map the spatial distributions of quarks
and gluons over a wide range of the longitudinal momen-
tum fraction. We expect large differences in these spa-
tial distributions for the charge, quark-matter, and gluon-
matter distributions in the region of x < 0.1.

Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 268 Page 11 of 100

Fig. 6. Connections between different quantities describing the distribution of partons inside the proton. The functions given
here are for unpolarized partons in an unpolarized proton; analogous relations hold for polarized quantities.

ture ever since the seminal experiment of Hofstadter.
More generally, the integral

∫
dxxn−1H(x, ξ, t) gives

generalized form factors for a large set of local op-
erators that cannot be directly measured but can be
computed on the lattice. This provides a connection
with one of the main tools for calculations in the non-
perturbative sector of QCD.

Indeed, measurements at the EIC and lattice calcula-
tions will have a high degree of complementarity. For some
quantities, notably the x moments of unpolarized and po-
larized quark distributions, a precise determination will be
possible both in experiment and on the lattice. Using this
to validate the methods used in lattice calculations, one
will gain confidence in computing quantities whose exper-
imental determination is very hard, such as generalized
form factors. Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same quantities
with values of the quark masses that are not realized in
nature, so as to reveal the importance of these masses for
specific properties of the nucleon. On the other hand, there
are many aspects of hadron structure beyond the reach of
lattice computations, in particular, the distribution and
polarization of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of information.

Both impact parameter distributions f(x, bT ) and
transverse-momentum distributions f(x,kT ) describe pro-
ton structure in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions in either con-
figuration or momentum space, along with one longitudi-
nal dimension in momentum space). Note that in a fast-
moving proton, the transverse variables play very different
roles than the longitudinal momentum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
are not related to each other by a Fourier transform (nev-
ertheless it is common to denote both functions by the
same symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT ) give com-
plementary information about partons, and both types of
quantities can be thought of as descendants of Wigner dis-
tributions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used extensively in

other branches of physics [9]. Although there is no known
way to measure Wigner distributions for quarks and glu-
ons, they provide a unifying theoretical framework for the
different aspects of hadron structure we have discussed.
Figure 6 shows the connection between these different as-
pects and the experimental possibilities to explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a scale which spec-
ifies the resolution at which partons are resolved, and
which in a given scattering process is provided by a large
momentum transfer. For many processes in e + p colli-
sions, the relevant hard scale is Q2 (see Sidebar I). The
evolution equations that describe the scale dependence of
parton distributions provide an essential tool, both for
the validation of the theory and for the extraction of par-
ton distributions from cross section data. They also allow
one to convert the distributions seen at high resolution to
lower resolution scales, where contact can be made with
non-perturbative descriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its spin, and
parton distributions can depend on the polarization of
both the parton and the parent proton. The spin structure
is particularly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they sin-
gle out a direction in the transverse plane, thus opening
the way for studying correlations between spin and kT or
bT . Information about transverse degrees of freedom is es-
sential to access orbital angular momentum, and specific
TMDs and GPDs quantify the orbital angular momentum
carried by partons in different ways.

The theoretical framework we have sketched is valid
over a wide range of momentum fractions x, connecting
in particular the region of valence quarks with the one of
gluons and the quark sea. While the present section is fo-
cused on the nucleon, the concept of parton distributions
is well adapted to study the dynamics of partons in nuclei,
as we will see in sect. 3.3. For the regime of small x, which
is probed in collisions at the highest energies, a different
theoretical description is at our disposal. Rather than par-
ton distributions, a basic quantity in this approach is the
amplitude for the scattering of a color dipole on a pro-
ton or a nucleus. The joint distribution of gluons in x and

Here’s one way of 
thinking about how it works . . .
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q’
p+q−q’

q’

p

q

k

k−q

Step 1: The electron exchanges a photon with a quark

Step 2: The quark travels a distance then re−emits another photon

Step 3: the quark remains in the proton, which now has a changed momentum

Step 1: Electron exchanges virtual 
photon with a quark 

Step 2: Quark travels some distance,  
then re-emits another photon

Step 3: The photon escapes, but the 
quark remains in the proton, which 

now has a different total momentum

In all this, varying 
the spin 

of the election 
and/or the proton 
gives information 

on the spin of  
the quark.  These 

give a family 
of generalized 

parton distributions.
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The pressure distribution inside the proton
V. D. Burkert1*, L. Elouadrhiri1 & F. X. Girod1

The proton, one of the components of atomic nuclei, is composed 
of fundamental particles called quarks and gluons. Gluons are the 
carriers of the force that binds quarks together, and free quarks 
are never found in isolation—that is, they are confined within 
the composite particles in which they reside. The origin of quark 
confinement is one of the most important questions in modern 
particle and nuclear physics because confinement is at the core of 
what makes the proton a stable particle and thus provides stability to 
the Universe. The internal quark structure of the proton is revealed 
by deeply virtual Compton scattering1,2, a process in which electrons  
are scattered off quarks inside the protons, which  subsequently 
emit high-energy photons, which are detected in coincidence 
with the scattered electrons and recoil protons. Here we report a 
measurement of the pressure distribution experienced by the quarks 
in the proton. We find a strong repulsive pressure near the centre of 
the proton (up to 0.6 femtometres) and a binding pressure at greater 
distances. The average peak pressure near the centre is about 1035 
pascals, which exceeds the pressure estimated for the most densely 
packed known objects in the Universe, neutron stars3. This work 
opens up a new area of research on the fundamental gravitational 
properties of protons, neutrons and nuclei, which can provide access 
to their physical radii, the internal shear forces acting on the quarks 
and their pressure distributions.

The basic mechanical properties of the proton are encoded in the 
gravitational form factors (GFFs) of the energy–momentum tensor1,4,5. 
Graviton–proton scattering is the only known process that can be used 
to directly measure these form factors4,6, whereas generalized parton 
distributions2,7,8 enable indirect access to the basic mechanical prop-
erties of the proton2.

A direct determination of the quark pressure distribution in the pro-
ton (Fig. 1) requires measurements of the proton matrix element of the 
energy–momentum tensor9. This matrix element contains three scalar 
GFFs that depend on the four-momentum transfer t to the proton. 
One of these GFFs, d1(t), encodes the shear forces and pressure distri-
bution on the quarks in the proton, and the other two, M2(t) and J(t), 
encode the mass and angular momentum distributions. Experimental 
information on these form factors is essential to gain insight into the 
dynamics of the fundamental constituents of the proton. The frame-
work of generalized parton distributions (GPDs)2,7,8 has provided a way 
to obtain information on d1(t) from experiments. The most effective 
way to access GPDs experimentally is deeply virtual Compton scat-
tering (DVCS)1,2, where high-energy electrons (e) are scattered from 
the protons (p) in liquid hydrogen as e p → e′ p′ γ, and the scattered 
electron (e′), proton (p′) and photon (γ) are detected in coincidence. 
In this process, the quark structure is probed with high-energy virtual 
photons that are exchanged between the scattered electron and the 
proton, and the emitted (real) photon controls the momentum transfer 
t to the proton, while leaving the proton intact. Recently, methods have 
been developed to extract information about the GPDs and the related 
Compton form factors (CFFs) from DVCS data10–13.

To determine the pressure distribution in the proton from the experi-
mental data, we follow the steps that we briefly describe here. We note 
that the GPDs, CFFs and GFFs apply only to quarks, not to gluons.
(1) We begin with the sum rules that relate the Mellin moments of the 
GPDs to the GFFs1.

(2) We then define the complex CFF, H, which is directly related to the 
experimental observables describing the DVCS process, that is, the 
differential cross-section and the beam-spin asymmetry.
(3) The real and imaginary parts of H can be related through a disper-
sion relation14–16 at fixed t, where the term D(t), or D-term, appears as 
a subtraction term17.
(4) We derive d1(t) from the expansion of D(t) in the Gegenbauer  
polynomials of ξ, the momentum transfer to the struck quark.
(5) We apply fits to the data and extract D(t) and d1(t).
(6) Then, we determine the pressure distribution from the relation 
between d1(t) and the pressure p(r), where r is the radial distance from 
the proton’s centre, through the Bessel integral.

The sum rules that relate the second Mellin moments of the chiral- 
even GPDs to the GFFs are1:

∫ ξ ξ+ =x H x t E x t x J t[ ( , , ) ( , , )]d 2 ( )

∫ ξ ξ= +xH x t x M t d t( , , )d ( ) 4
5

( )2
2

1

1Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News, VA, USA. *e-mail: burkert@jlab.org
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Fig. 1 | Radial pressure distribution in the proton. The graph shows 
the pressure distribution r2p(r) that results from the interactions of the 
quarks in the proton versus the radial distance r from the centre of the 
proton. The thick black line corresponds to the pressure extracted from 
the D-term parameters fitted to published data22 measured at 6 GeV. The 
corresponding estimated uncertainties are displayed as the light-green 
shaded area shown. The blue area represents the uncertainties from all the 
data that were available before the 6-GeV experiment, and the red shaded 
area shows projected results from future experiments at 12 GeV that will 
be performed with the upgraded experimental apparatus30. Uncertainties 
represent one standard deviation.
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An unprecedented example:  the pressure distribution (a “gravitational 
form factor”).    At 6 GeV from CLAS, with 12 pending (in red):

Nature, 2019
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Transverse momentum factorization

• The classic extension of collinear factorization.

• For Drell-Yan and DIS, (see Collins (2011))

d�AB!V

dQ2d2QT

=
1

S
�(0)

ab!V (Q
2
)

Z
dxa dxb h(j)

ab

0

B@
Q2

xaxbS
,↵s(µ)

1

CA
X

a,b

⇥

Z
dxad

2
kt,a fa/A(xa, kt,a, µ)

Z
dxbd

2
kt,b fb/B(xb, kt,b, µ)

⇥ �2
(QT + kt,a + kt,b + kt,s) + Yj .

• Interpetations and limitations

– f’s: are now TMDs

– h: short distance (o↵ shell by order Q

– Corrections nonsingular for QT ! 0

– QT is fixed already at the hard scattering.

– In general does not extend to pairs of hadrons in pp – final state interactions don’t
decouple.

– This failure of “universality” is an opening to new physical phenomena, not a limita-
tion. (Collins, Qiu, Rogers, Muelders . . . )
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Two More Factorizations:  First,
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• The double sfactorization leads to evolution of double logs. For example (thanks to Ted
Rogers) . . . the cross section as an inverse transform:

NP(soN(
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Generalized Renormalization

F̃ unsub.
f/P (x1,bT ; µ, ys) = F̃ unsub.

f/P (x1,bT ; µ, ��) � ZCS(bT ; ys, +�, ��) (86)

F̃ unsub.
f/P (x1,bT ; µ, ys) = lim

WL Raps��

⇣
F̃ unsub.

f/P (x1,bT ; µ) � ZCS(bT ; ys)
⌘
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�0| · · · WLs · · · |0� (88)

� 1/Q (89)
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DY =
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|Hf (Q; µ/Q)|µ�

�
Z
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F̃f/P1
(x1,bT ; µ, �1) =

Z
d2kT e�ikT ·bT Ff/P1
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K̃(bT ; µ) =

Z
d2kT e�ikT ·bT K(kT ; µ)

�

� ln
�

�F
Ff/P1

(x1,kT ; µ, �F ) =

Z
d2qT K(qT ; µ) Ff/P1

(x1,kT � qT ; µ, �F )

d

d ln µ
K(kT ; µ) = ��K(g(µ)) �(kT )

d

d ln µ
Ff/P1

(x1,kT ; µ, �F ) = �F (g(µ); �F /µ2) Ff/P1
(x1,kT ; µ, �F )

k�(kT ) � k̂T

�
k2

min + k2
T

µ�(kT ) � C1k�

�s(µ�(kT ))
kT �0

= �s(C1kmin)

b�(bT) � bT�
1 + b2

T /b2
max

µ�(bT ) = C1/b�

�s(µ�(bT ))
bT ��

= �s(C1/bmax)

d�

dqT · · ·

P1 P2

k1 � k k2 � q � k

q + k (34)
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derivation see Ref. [8]. We are mainly interested in the first term on the right side of Eq. (4), which corresponds to the
TMD term of the schematic formula in Eq. (1) with all transverse coordinate dependent terms isolated. This term is
derived using the approximation that PT � Q. For an accurate calculation of the full cross section, a correction term,
the Y -term, is need for the region PT � Q, and this is symbolized by the last term in Eq. (4). From here forward,
we will neglect the Y -term contribution and focus only on the TMD term. We will remark further on whether this is
reasonable in Sect. VI.

Over shorter distance scales, 1/bT becomes a hard scale, and the transverse momentum dependence can itself be
calculated in perturbation theory. With a choice of renormalization scale µ � 1/bT , �s(� 1/bT ) approaches zero for
small sizes due to asymptotic freedom, ensuring that the short range transverse coordinate dependence is reliably
calculable in perturbation theory. For large transverse distances, transverse coordinate dependence becomes non-
perturbative (corresponding, in momentum space, to the onset of small intrinsic bound state transverse momentum).
There, a prescription is needed to tame the growth of �s(1/bT ) match to a non-perturbative large distance description.
The renormalization group scale is therefore chosen to obey

µb � C1/|b�(bT )| , (5)

where b�(b) is a function of bT that equals bT at small bT but freezes in the limit where bT becomes non-perturbatively
large, i.e., when bT is larger than some fixed bmax. This non-perturbative function must obey

b�(bT ) =

�
bT bT � bmax

bmax bT � bmax .
(6)

The most common taming procedure uses

b�(bT) � bT�
1 + b2

T /b2
max

. (7)

Although any function obeying Eq. (6) is consistent with the CSS formalism, Eq. (7) is one of the simplest choices
and the one that we will use in this paper. The factor C1 is an arbitrary numerical constant that can be chosen to
minimize higher order corrections. It it typically fixed to be C1 = 2e��E . With the bT dependence of the perturbatively
calculable part of Eq. (4) frozen above a certain bmax, the remaining non-perturbative evolution is described by the
function gK(bT ; µb), which is totally universal and independent of Q, x, or z. The non-perturbative evolution function
gK(bT ; µb) must vanish as a power of bT as bT � 0.

The value of bmax, as well as the functional form for the matching in Eq. (7), is exactly arbitrary in full QCD. The
role of bmax is to define the boundary between what are regarded as perturbative and non-perturbative regions of
bT -dependence. In practical applications, it should be chosen large enough to maximize the perturbative content of the
calculation, while small enough to maintain a safe perturbative treatment of perturbatively calculable parts at a given
order of perturbation theory. The numerical value of bmax depends generally on the order of perturbation theory. If
it is chosen too large, then perturbation theory is applied over a large range of bT where perturbation theory becomes
suspect. If bmax is too small, then almost all of the calculation is e�ectively treated as non-perturbative and requires
extensive fitting to mimic the behavior of �K(g(µ�)) and K̃(b�; µb). In that case, most of the work in fitting non
perturbative functions actually goes into reproducing results that could be calculated perturbatively. The formalism
is setup to be neutral as to precisely where the transition from perturbative to non-perturbative bT dependence
occurs so that any given degree of precision may be achieved through a combination of higher order calculations and
non-perturbative fitting.

Note also that the choices of b�(bT) and gK(bT ; µb) are not independent and there could in principle be di�erent
combinations that correspond to the same non-perturbative matching. Both combine to give the description of the
non-perturbative region at large bT . Indeed, it is possible in principle that the fitting to the non-perturbative region
of bT could be achieved entirely by adjusting the form of b�(bT).

A frequently used ansatz for gK(bT ; µb) is

gK(bT ; µb) = �g2
1

2
b2
T , (8)

where g2 is a Gaussian fit parameter. This choice for gK(bT ; µb) e�ectively imposes a strong cuto� on non-perturbative
regions of bT whenever Q is significantly larger than Q0.

Until recently, the CSS formalism has been applied mainly to Drell-Yan-like processes, with only a relatively small
number of treatments [29, 30] dedicated to SIDIS. The early CSS studies were mainly oriented toward obtaining an
accurate perturbative description of the di�erential cross section over a wide range of relatively large qT , particularly
for qT � �QCD, with maximum input from perturbation theory. With access to hadronic structure not being the

Collins-Soper-Sterman Formalism 

+"Y"term"

• The “many similar formalisms” include those based on soft-collinear e↵ective theory,
and with di↵erent large-distance regularizations. The similarities don’t rule out lively
discussion. Much of this has to do with the important nonperturbative factors and their
evolution. (In 2014: Aidala, Field, Gamberg, Rogers and Sun, Yuan, Yuan)
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BFKL & high parton density

• “Multiperipheral” re-factorization for a DIS structure function.

F (x,Q2
) =

Z
1

x

d⇠

⇠
C

✓x

⇠
, µ2/Q2

◆
G(⇠, Q2

) + O

0

B@
1

Q2

1

CA

G(⇠, Q2
) =

Z Q
d2kT  (⇠, kT )

F (x,Q2
) =

Z
d2kT c

0

B@
⇠

⇠0
, Q, kT

1

CA  (⇠0, kT ) + O

0

@
1

ln
2 x

1

A

+

⇠
d (⇠, kT )

d⇠
=

Z
d2k0

T K(kT � k0

T )  (⇠, k
0

T )

• Roles of kT and ⇠ exhanged – ⇠0 as factorization scale
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And second . . .
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• Equation, ansatz and solution: ( ̃ ⌘ (1/k2

T ) ↵̄s ⌘ ↵s/⇡)

⇠
d ̃(⇠, kT )

d⇠
= �

↵sN

⇡2

Z d2k0

T

(kT � k0
T )

2

2

64  ̃(⇠, kT ) �
k0

T
2

2k2
T

 ̃(⇠, k0

T )

3

75 + NLO

 ̃ ⇠ ⇠�!
0

B@
k2

T

µ2

1

CA

��1

+

!(�) = ↵̄s�0(�)

2

641 � �0↵̄s ln
k2

µ2

3

75 + ↵̄s
2�1(�)

• a fast growth for small ⇠ $ x.

• Good to recall that beyond NLO must generalize the factorization & equation

• Nuclear targets enhance these e↵ects through the build-up of low-x partons.
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E↵ective theories for high parton density

• One thing that’s special about BFKL: evolve to low x $ high parton density
at “fixed” (actually di↵using) virtuality xG(x) ⇠ x�!

• Theory of dense, weakly-interacting partons (↵s ⌧ 1)

• LO BFKL from scattering of recoilless sources (Wilson lines):

W+ � W� scattering as an e↵ective field theory (Balitsky 99)

W±(x
⌥, xt) = P exp

Z
1

�1
dx±A⌥

(x)
�

• Extensions to dipole splitting: BK and JIMWLK equations.
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This dynamics will be a goal at the “EIC for nuclear targets 
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Each of these areas and much more will be  
explored, in ongoing programs and 
at the future Electron-Ion Collider. 

It should be exciting 

Enjoy the school and 
the adventures beyond!


